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Overview

Media Bias in the Post-COVID Era

Analysis of TV Reports

Allison Shinskey
Poll after poll has shown that trust in news
media is currently lower than it’s been in
decades as news media has changed
dramatically in both its methods and
principles. People are claiming that reporters
no longer seek the truth; rather, they’re
appealing to emotions and pushing narratives.
As an aspiring journalist, I’m starting to see
why. These claims are extremely evident in the
way different companies put together material,
choose language, and choose what to report
on. I’ve noticed those subtle differences and
have come to understand how reporters can get
away with coverage rooted in
personal/corporate bias. This became even
more evident to me post-COVID as the
situation quickly turned political. That’s why I
decided to do a deep dive into the word use
and language I had noticed. What I learned is
going to help me better understand and
recognize bias in the journalism industry,
equipping me to be able to prevent it and
advocate for more accurate and balanced
reporting.

Sponsor: Peter Phipps, Journalism
Focus Question: Has political and cultural bias
affected the coverage of the covid pandemic in the
United States, and was the media effective at
responding to an impactful crisis with minimal bias
throughout the year 2020?

Headline Language Results

For the TV news report, I chose to observe
how each cable news station chose to report on
when Trump first announced he had contacted
the virus in October. The difference in the
reporting was by far the most striking of them
all. The first 30 seconds were quite similar in
that the anchors read out exactly what trump
tweeted about it, but after that, the coverage
went in separate directions. CNN brought in
analysts from their own organization to
analyze what this would mean, even calling the
event “the most dangerous moment the U.S.
government has ever faced.” (And they meant
this literally.) Meanwhile, Fox News brought
in someone from the Trump administration,
and the anchor proceeded to spend the next
five minutes questioning the validity of
Trump’s actual test results without explaining
to the audience why this event, legitimate or
not, was significant.

Methods

Conclusion

To do my research, I used the pandemic as my
backdrop. I chose CNN, a company pinned as
leaning left on the political spectrum, and Fox
News, which many say leans right, according
to several Pew Research studies and Gallup
polls. I went into each organization’s online
archives and searched hundreds of headlines
for 5 language keywords I had previously seen
used during the first 8 months of the pandemic
that I predicted may indicate bias and political
partisanship. Those keywords were: “crisis”,
“deadly”, “grim (milestone)”, “baseless”
(when referring to a Trump claim), and
“President Trump”. I then tallied up the totals
for each time each news platform used these
words and organized them by month,
represented in the charts to the right.
I also compared CNN and Fox’s TV News
segments to observe the difference in how they
reported events and responded to a crisis in
real time.

From these results, I learned that CNN was
more likely to use the words “crisis”, “deadly”,
and “baseless” in reference to Trump claims.
On the other hand, Fox was more likely to use
the word “grim” and less reluctant to refer to
call Trump the president outright. Meanwhile,
the TV news reports seemed like they weren’t
talking about the same event. It’s no wonder
that people have their favorite news stations
and platforms. As I expected, CNN took the
pandemic more seriously but sometimes to the
point of exaggeration and fear-mongering, and
the network would often engage in
confirmation bias. Fox News used less
speculative language when it reported on the
virus but failed to put it in enough context,
possibly to protect the image of the Trump
administration. I found both of these outcomes
to be equally as problematic. Perhaps if
journalists learn from these pitfalls, we will
fare better as a country and mend our divides
when the next crisis strikes us.
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